
Gosling Roller Replacement Procedure Document

Purpose:
The purpose of this is to instruct the technician how to remove, reinstall, and adjust the roller
height (PROCEDURE #3).

Tools Needed:
Allen Tool Set (Metric and SAE)
Food Grade Anti-Seize (McMaster-Carr #1287K31)
Food Grade Grease (WG #096037-591) and Grease Gun
Fine Tip Red and Black Permanent Markers
25-28mm Hook Spanner Wrench
Countersink Gauge (see footnote for sourcing, Wild Goose does not supply this).
Double Seam Spec Sheet (provided by the can end supplier).

Preliminary:
Start by disconnecting power, compressed air, CO2, and water from the unit. Turn the power
switch to ON to de-energize the unit, then turn the unit to OFF. It is recommended removing the
clear plastic guarding from the can exit area of the unit to grant better access to the seamer.

NOTE:
Whenever making seamer adjustments, always inspect Operation 1 (OP1) first even if no
adjustment was made. If OP1 is not in spec, OP2 will not be able to get in spec.

Procedure #1: Removal of Seam Roller:

1). Before starting, note the part number on the roller that is being replaced (fig.1) and ensure it
matches the new roller (only if the same can end will be used after replacing).

Fig.1: Location of Part Number on Roller.
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2). Loosen the two screws located over the roller to be replaced (fig.2). These are locking
screws that pinch the threads on the Seam Roller Pin to prevent it from changing height during
use.

Fig.2: Roller locking screws.

3). With the swing arm in the retracted position, turn the roller clockwise using the textured ring
above the roller until the roller comes free. Be sure to use two hands to prevent the roller from
falling from the swing arm and damaging the unit.

Procedure #2: Installation of New Roller:

1). Ensure the new roller matches the old roller (unless changing lid ends).

2). Check that the roller is properly greased. Hold the threads of the roller and spin the roller by
hand. The roller should spin ⅓ to 1 ⅓ rotations before coming to an abrupt stop. If the roller
continues to spin past this then grease the roller. (Remove the button head screw on the top
and replace with a grease fitting, with the grease gun add one pump at a time of food grade
grease supplied by Wild Goose or equivalent then check the rotation again, repeat this until the
roller spins ⅓ to 1 ⅓ rotations. Remove the grease fitting and replace the button head screw).
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3). Apply a light layer of food anti-seize to the threads of the roller. Thread the roller into the
swing arm until slightly more threads are protruding from the top as the previous roller.

4). Push the swing arm to the chuck to ensure that the widest part of the roller does not contact
the widest part of the chuck (fig.3). If the widest parts are touching then raise the roller more
until clear.

Fig.3: Widest Parts of Roller and Chuck

5). Proceed to Touching off Roller Height.

Procedure #3: Touching Off Roller Height:

NOTE: The roller height for Operation 1 and 2 is extremely important.  If either roller is set too
high or low, the quality of the double seam will be jeopardized.

NOTE: A WGC technician sets the correct roller height before the canning line leaves the shop.
Before making any adjustments to the roller height, please contact WGC

1). Using a fine tip black marker, draw a vertical line connecting the 1st operation seam roller
stand-off to one of the swing arm calibration marks.
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Fig. 4: Marking Roller Standoff and Locking Screws

2). Loosen both screws above the roller using a 5mm hex wrench, this will loosen the threads so
that the roller height can be adjusted by hand. Counter clockwise will raise the roller, clockwise
will lower the roller.

3). Place a seamed can upside down on the hockey puck. Release the e-stop, press ‘ON’ and
ensure all body parts are clear of the seamer, raise the lift cylinder (‘Raise Can’ button on the
seamer page). This procedure is called “Loading the Chuck.” This accounts for any possible
‘play’ in the spindle.
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Fig. 5: Chuck Loaded with Upside Down Filled and Seamed Can.

4). WITH HANDS FREE OF THE SEAMER, press the “Extend Roller” button for the roller that is
being adjusted on the seamer page.

5). With one hand, spin the chuck, this is easily done by rotating the Spindle Pulley
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Fig. 6: Spindle Pulley for Rotating Chuck

6). With the other hand, slowly start lowering the roller by turning the textured collar clockwise.
STOP lowering the roller at the point it makes contact with the chuck and the roller starts to spin
from the chuck spinning.
Continue to spin the chuck and raise the roller upward to the precise point the roller does not
make contact with the chuck.
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Fig. 7: Roller Rotation

7). Continue to spin the chuck and spin just the roller a full rotation using ¼ of a turn increments
to make sure the roller and the chuck do not touch at any point.

8). Using a fine tipped RED marker, draw a vertical line on the swing arm connecting it to the
black mark on the threaded standoff. This will be the ‘zero’ position of the roller.

Fig. 8: Marking Zero Position of Roller
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Each tick mark is approximately 1/1000” in vertical adjustment of the seam roller.

If adjusting OP1, thread the roller upward 3 marks (approximately 3/1000”).

If adjusting OP2, thread the roller upward 6 marks (approximately 6/1000”).

11). Tighten down the two lock screws by alternating between each screw until both are tight.

12). Retract the roller arms.

13). Perform an Operation 1 seam test and check thickness, height, and countersink
measurements. Adjust roller height and seam thickness accordingly. Then perform an Operation
2 seam test and check thickness, height, countersink, cover hook, and body hook. Adjust seam
thickness accordingly.For more information on seam checks visit the following sites:
https://wildgoosefilling.com/video-library/
https://doubleseam.com/

Footnotes:

Countersink Tool List

4" Long Depth Base Attachment for Plunger-Style Variance Indicator:
https://www.mcmaster.com/20665A43/

Fowler 54-520-250 Indi-X Blue Series 0-1"/ 0-25MM Electronic Indicator W/ Lug Back:
https://www.globalindustrial.com/searchResult?searchBox=&q=T9FB228474

22 Piece, #4-48 Inch Thread, Steel, Drop Indicator Point Kit
Use With Measuring Tool Kits 135-0010, 135-0011, 135-0006, 135-0007, 135-0012, 135-0013:
https://www.mscdirect.com/product/details/76444256?rItem=76444256
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